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Dear Tom, 

When L'im l'esar and I had a chanee to speak briefly yesterday evening and I told him 

d formed a goed opinion of emerin Gunn and otyou his response was to tell me that you 

b.lieve at I had bombed you. 

That did surprise me. The only direct comexnicatpen we have had was when you and jer- 
• fee( IL, 1NA,--  44 it114410 

e were here4  Nothing that could be interpreted that way then happened. Then I wondered 

7 i the letter not written to me by Iarwell to whom 31ihad written could have been written 

by you. But as I remembered et that letter was signed ix by a woman named Sullivan. All 

that I could think of eliminated all other possibilities but one, that it was you who 

chose which of those I described as nuts, paranoids and those with other emotional pro-

b ems), self-seekers and these w14 books/to promote or suing self-promotion for other 

r ason and 	who are certifiable subjecr matter ignoramuses, which includes most of 

tiose wh53 testifed, and those that believe the board will do nothing if it does only 

weat it is charged to do, see to the public disclosure of existing records. 
.... 
if this is the reality, _rhave no apologies to make for anything I said. I am aware 

n 

eat the board is to hear what the people went it to know but I am not aware that this 

equires it to give a for to all or that it is.prevented rom asking for the submission 

f written Alatements.#14- 11/ 14141Vimai ilt/7°1L  17 k• 440,  
I can thimk of no reason to change or modify a single thing I said and I am not un-

illing to name names, although I avoided that. 

If you or anyone else believes 1  was offended by the letter Sullivan wrote for gar- 
b old 

ell, that is true but that was minor coopared with how I felt ab.pit what it reflected 

f the board and how it interprets its mandate and is undertaking to meet it. 

That Narwell had time for all this strange assortment of those who could only further 

rejudice any prejudiced members of the board and not have the time to reflect any consi-

c}eratuon of whit I'd taken the time to wrote hit, for the board also was not encouraging 

o the belief that the board is determined to meet its mandate 4;114!Vto do that - with the 

'ger, determination and means required. 
ov 	 jk-e4 

It is now five months since I first rote the board. It4had not disclosed any 

ddress for itself. As a result I addressed the wrong member of the bOrd c/o the 

4elile 
ational AVohives.I had the wrong name because of those you gave public attention to sent 

A-  
a mailing with the wrong name of the board member who had adddressed hen and others the 

north before then. 
X 

titan I hadprovid ed y  and insured me the information Ifprovided "would be very useful" Ila 	

I had a response from l 	 V arwell dated December 8, 1994. He thanked me for the or- 

b14 only when 	he Board begins the actual ,review of records and the search for 



dditional documents." I then wondered it he meant that there would be no organizdd 

1l 	

r 

earth for any documents the agencies did not probido voluntarily until after it went 

ver those it did provide without compulsion. 

Under that date I reethived asCparate letter from Harwell in which he corrected 
,e, re for the ror I reer to above long after I had learned the fact add written acknow- 

edi1  ng tha and explaining it. 14 hat sdcomd letter pondered why he found that ndcessary. 

Ire also assure me that -Eki all "members of the baord are committed to ensuring the 
4/ 

broadest possible release of records relating to the assassination" and that it "in- 

'tends to reach out to members of the research commionity and make use of the edpertise 

ihat you and others have acquired." 

While I wOldered if he had the remotest notion, of what most regard -Was "re- 

Tearch" I attributed that to his newness in the' tdotfield. He closed by indicating that 

14441- 	
440tigh-01414, he board would be in touch with me in the near future. (040(441 

Neither of these letters war4,  aht can be regarded as any kind of meaningful response 

o what I led taken the time to inform; the board about in my letter to the wong member /1- 

and with the copies of the letters' had written the CIA director that were- attached. 

I rais4 number of matters I regard as serious in those letter to which I' 
4 etr 	tAA4f 

ome and to which I have had no meaningful response. One was the use offilsclosel by the 
mi1/4_1  

agencies who do not like my factual and enAdrely unrelated exposes of them to &mita 

efame me and to undermine my work. I pointed out then and later-only to have it still 

entirely ignored) that I am old, in impaired health, and that until the withheld records 

contrived to defame me and Mging from deliberately distorted to entiwY31Y false were 

	

isclosed L could not invoke my rights under the Privacy /c7 to file corrections. 	, 

I write igarwell about this again January 20 after learning that records daefsea-l'n1  

my fear had in fact been disclosed. It is only three month7C later so perhaps it is — 
pp soon for me to expect4arwell to pay any attention to that, 

On a number of other occasions some of which J.  did not date I continue to try 

o be helpful to the baord and sent it some documents. 

During this time you am 4eremy were here. You personilly observed that the physi-

cal limita.lons 1  had already told the board and marwell personally about are quite 

real. iou saw th9.t I have trouble moving, that it is difficult for me to use the files 

n my office, that y  must keep my legs up when I am not on/ them, am nolto stand still 

and cannot safely use the stairs to our basement where most of my records are. I told you 

ow they are arrAnged and you spent what t:.me you wanted with themjalone. Ithink I told 

You you could have copies of any you might ',,ant.and 1: believe that while you were doing 

that I selected for copying or made copies of them without awaiting your return of some 

records I have accessible in my office. You did get copies of them before you left. 

They, like-everything I have given the board, is to inform it, to indicate where 



uedisclo ed and relevant records are store (in the agencies. i was as open as I could 
be, totwhat time you wanted, volunteered What 1  could think of, offered to be tape in 
anything I said and as I had/written, wes willing to state everything I said under oath 

d subject to the penalities of peejury. 
you can interpret any of this as bombing you I do not see, But before getting 

who did the bombing and of whom,a little more for context. 
A friend who was working in the archives got me, rather got and sent me a copy of 

what the indf; discloses Of records on me. I wrote the board about that. I informed it 
that there were a great many relevant records not in that indx and that there was not 
a single one that was provided by the CIA. As I recall there were six only that ori4ha- 
ted with the CIA. disclosed by other agencies. There were ot ter agencies that had such Le /re St-ere. thaf encerde that did not provide a single page of illeee-Aparremembeif i am to be able to 

ce proper use of the Privacy Act to flip 
d intended other defavations ej/ me and 

i -  that all of those recoeds are disclosed 
II P I In particular, are available to be a 

fve months ago. They are without any doubt assassination records because of the mis- 
1-  u ,es made on them by the agencies. 

I asked a student to obtain copies of a few of them for me. I  told her to to 
the people at- the 4hives when she h4ed them the index pages of which I want opies 
tat the Act provides for free copies. As of then the board had noeen to it that those 

p er 1115C 5 te, erk ,  kr )11 -Mr p ople know that free copies are provided for in the A .4Sh.e paid for them and I was 
eibarrassed when she refused to accept repayment. 

FOIA requires response to requests under it. It is five months since I wette the 
C A most recently about its withholding mhatewitnseut any questio4 at ak are assassina-
t on records, with copies to tke board, and L  am still without response.Or even acknow-
1 dgementaf the board has made any effort to dee ta the release of those records many 
o which I informed it about it has kept that secret from me. 	 leMeee 

Finally, alter four months, without taking the time - for doing it himself, e had 
liven write me. I can only wonder how she could have asked of me all she did knowing 
1 well if hhe had paid any attention at all to what 1 had told the board repeatedly 

a out my limitations from the simply enormous amount of work Al asked of me in the name 
o ' that man who is too busy except for seeing to it that the attention he gets the nuts 

dermines what the publiAan know abouttrhose whos1  eek the disclosure ofessa.ssination 
rrords. In each and every instance I provided the board with more than enough infor-
mation to describe those withheld records and to simplA4sk for them. Which, obviously, 
w too simple for the board to think of or too foreign to its concept of how with the 
limited time it has it can get assassination records released in full, its mandate. 

corrections of the innumerable slanders, lies 
work I can do that only if the board sees to 
not only those silected by the agencies, the cf4.0 

essed.41his is what I first informed the board 



r 
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I failed to date my response to the Sgllivaneforwell letter of "arch 9 but 
was delayed only sligtly. Only a month having elapsed "arwell has not had time to 

spend. 0r does not intend to. Ylaybe Sullivan is also too busy finding ways of asking 
o -her&what the board is supposed to do, not private citizens for it. 

Illustrative of the Sullivan/1iarwell approach to respons is their 6. which says 
tAat 1  only "suggested" that there ar4tords withIld that T need to be able to use 
Llie Privactj Act. I did more than merely "suggest" this. Then I was told that "No 
mechanism is provided in our legislation tmorfor providing comment Jan on or for sypple-
mLnting information contained in records that are part of the collection." 

What recess of what great mind that came fromI can't even guess because; neither 
d not- suggested. any such thigg. 	enly recourse, obviously, is the /Archives, possibly 

with copiee7107ie the agencies.But in this Bali  -van and Marwell perhaps achieved theirA 
1 - gh point. 

Their 1 	I "suggesW which is not at all what I did, that "the CIA Office of 
S curity opened tVo files on me." I was then asked for "file numebrs, dates opened or 

y documentary evidence there is that there are such files," I had already provided all 
could with the exception of a copy of the disUosed CJA record reflecting that I am 

within two such files, the record that was withheld from the CIA's genial counsel in 
favor of an inadequate and deceptive response of which 1  have since provided pa with a 
copy. And how agyone with any knowledge of CIA disclosures could even dream that it 
disclosed its file numbere or the dates on which it established files I cant imagine. 
I never did the4:6 things. 

But if the board had the slightest idea hoe to function or t4 slightest intention 
having those records to which I referred disclosed, was anything more required of it 
1 picking up the phone and asking the CIA: (I have since privided that refor4t, tei,79 

long with as 1 recall afew others. No acknowledgementaof receipt) 
When I could not have been any more explicit in telling the board that the index 

c4ieck had disaosesithat the CIA itself had not trans#rred a single record I was ailed 
" xactly which part of,Yny correspondence" with the CIA has and has not been already 

t to the Arc7livest l Not a single page which r  told the board, citing my source, is 
t fully informing it? Can what i wrote have been read at all? 

-Ln 3., ehich merely sneaks up to the remote edge of what told the board, I  was 
asked for "documentary evidence" oil' the i'raeger publiehin# company's "tie'! with "the 
government." I had told the board that this was disclosed by the Church commi 	and had 

published in the papers 44 in a book I identified. What more is required? Not that 
lire also you could not have asked the ,WI. C/4/ ROCII-Ote ' 

/40 In 4. 1 am again asked for what should be readiiy avaibeele to you from the Justice 
)artment, "records regarding ArIPOIA appeals." I was then asked for a list of them. 

Whereyou were here I told you and Jeremy where they are in th4Lment. If you 
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en glanced at the file cabinet to which I directed you you know that it is filled with 
' gem, three file laiwers stuffed with them. And at 82 and infirm and unable to use the 
tairs, all specific and repeated in what I  wrote, I am asked to make a list of them for 

Soul (plural) I believe that when j referred you and Jeremy to them I told you they were 
hat extensivd, detailed and documented at the expressed desire of the then appeals of- 

.c) 	. cdt who sai4 he was a "history buff" and wanted the record for hi tort' to be as 
f 11 as possible. 

"hy did the beord want only a list of them? Lould it not have asked the FBI am/ 
or DJ for' copies of them? While in 4. these are referred to enly as my "FOIA appeals" 
tiose relating to the withholding of JFK assassination records are .in a separate file 
cabinet. All three stuffed drawer of them relate with the withholding of JFK assassination 

LTVY Q.- ormation ohouid you not therefore want all of those appals and all the documentation 
tche4 to them transferred to -Ulla Archives? So why aske me for what it was impossible 

f)r me to provide and extreme-1Q/ Wrdensome for anyone to pro-4de 	 when what 
y u wanted was their disclosure? ,64414-teellAV (044r  ) ‘1 	/ 

I think this is enough other than what I take ta,  be criticism in their concluding 
p thgraph, "It is always helpful when such requests are pl-Qcsae precise, documented and 
ci ear." Then, The clearer your requests are, the easier it will be to respond." This 

k b cause you "would like very much like to be helpful to you, '"meaning me. The board's . 
record an this and that letter in particuler reflect the, exact opposite. 

The major point I made is that there is a prima facie case that the CIA interfered 
with my being published on the assassination and violated my first-ameOment rights in 

violating the limitations placed upon it by its charter. I spelled this out in some 
detail.I included that 1  took a deal for ancillary rights to the Littauer & Wilkinson 
terary agency which liked the book an then killed that deal, While offering to rep-

resent me and the book in 13bgland. I told the board that this ooincided with the time 
t tat CIA officer B. Howard Hunt used that office as his secret cover office. When it 
w s possibke for me I had 	what the board could have done more easily, a\earch of 

,, source on that bein5Huet's cover address while he was in the CEA. The copies of those .ea  
ntries I sent the board,• again without any ocknoeledgement, were obtained for me from 

a loc41 library. Which does not begin to have the resources of the iibreig of Congress. 
I &as also inforned the board that there was a disclosed CIA foundation,/ittauer Founda- 
t uon, like the liters) agency, in New York. I am certain I also told the board that as .... 
I learned at the time of the Watergate scandals, Maxl Wilkinson, my supposed agent, was 
also #Unt'a., I understand that you have learned that Bunt was part of the CIA's assassi- (10

(N 
h COW 

i lion campaign to use its assets to negate and undermine the work 44 those of us who did 
n t support the official assassination mythology. 

1: 

I believe r. gave the board additional relevant information qbout this and about limit. 
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I know T  told the board what I had been told iinterferences with my being published 

in England and in Germany, of the interferences with my mail relating to that, all with 
x T- es. That was when the CIA's disclosed record state that it had orLe2d some of its 

of  (ices abrLd to we their "assets" to thin.eugat was during the l4aip4, as I told the 
b ard, the Church comm5ttee exposed the fact that the PEI was intercepting foreign mail 
f r and delivering it to the CIA. I amcertain i  toad the board that I had a cable from 
my agent in London reporting that all my m0 for about two months was delivered the day 

ikrwl he sent that cable. I Am likewise certain that ; told the board that the letterfs the 
rman publisher who wanted to do Whitewash telling me that never reached me and that 

en as a result the manuscript was malfied back to me it never reached me. 

Yp none of this is even referred to in that SullivenVkarwell letter that tells 

e1
how very much they want to help me. In what isideseribed as a response to what I wrote: 

You are an information officer.Can you think of any request you, meaning the board, 

'ould have made of the CIA that would signal it more taVattYEu are very serious about 
s compliance with the law2 qich is not one of its strong poi. poi4ts? Or that 

fter what i wrote Woolsey tells it more clearly that you 	not all tha serious when 

ota. are silent about it? Or (4,444P1;0 744-34Ve- (2(74o 1414-(klet 	A) 

With this record, the immediately above in pavticular, and you tell me you want 

verptuch to help me, how would You take that if our positions were reversed? 
“hen 1  took all the time I did to helpiYarwell an in response he writes me as little 

s he did and then turns it over to the Sulltsin who wrote me in his-  name as she did, 

sere you in my position IWO would you take that? 
wits' 

When she is so ignorant of what wrote -Or- jno better, so utter y indifferent to it, 

o4uld you feel if she asked of you wit she in marwel's name 	me. 

And then I hear from dim that you believe that I bombed you! 
Aslsaidatthebeginnigg, the oily thing I could think of that you could have had 

'N mind is thitt per 	 -9 you lined up those the board heard in its heaj.ngs. In corneetla 

ith what folt,ows bear in mind the assurances I was written that all/l he board want, 

ull disclosure and &..o allegely impatrial. 
The Boston Globe's story reports that one of those yoq heard in Boston urged you 

"to pursue reports that the windshield of the" President's limdcwas switched after 
ing pierced by a bullet and that Kennedy's anshilt wounds were altered as part of a 

cover-up."If this does not qualify for irhat I referred teas at best nuttines, then this 
what the AP's story says about those it refers to as "assassination researchers," thv1t 

hey "suggested everything from looking into the archives of the late Vild.ta.bapm 

uschev to finding out whether the president's autopsy ...was captured on a tape 

ecording." 
The only "reports" that the windshield wad both pierced by a bullet and then 

switched were made up by those described and treated as "researchers." 
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e o know nothing at all about the established fact do not know. 

c uple of days,of involvement in your work does not convin e them that all questions 

.raping this kind of worse than trash on the mners of the board who have only a 
411.0"1+  

a)out withhffld records are nutty and baseless and that' P--  • "researchers" are really, 

c azy? CALe. 	/1 

With regard to the board's alleged lenmindedness Kdrrni) 1 11 comented about the 
te P 

oubt about "whether John Wilkes Booth killed President iiincoln."
aa,  

 Be is then quoted as 

- yine, "Basicaley, the conspiracy theorists will always be able to find questions to ask 

taat cannot be immediately answered, " 4us he is saying that you have h. and from 

onspiracy theorists" only and by ingference that we are all crazy and irresponsible. 

That lobe story also states, "'Some of the agencies felt they had disclosed' all 

records that they had said John Tunwell... Now they are Binding records they/weren't 

aware that they had." 

Both parts are untrue. They reflect how little prepared unwell is to meet his 

a ligations. The F BI and the CIA in particular were well aware of what they withheld 
13  ad they are not only now just finding them for the first time,, 

epen-minded hall, according to the asurance to me, is also the board dxpert on the 

c nstitution. His concerns in that area do not include the violations of our constitu-

t'on and of my constitutional rights from the record above only, and it is not complOej 

Tie Tulsa World of /larch 21 quetes him as saying, "In the absence of an official record, 

unofficial record develops. Speculation fills some of the void. ...We're not likely 
I find that Lee 

I 
 arvey Oswaldt4s onOf seven gunmen four of whom were on the grassy it 

oll. ... Under the circumstances kk it highly unlikely that we will wind up with some-

body mitt= beSi4es Lee Harvey Oswald ... a bungler who got caught." 

The story adds to this reflection of your mafate and his impartiality with other 

le impartiality, "Ball said he personally is in general agreeemtnt with emerald Posner, 

ose recent book, 'Case Closed,*  is "'pretty devastating' to conspiracy theories. That 

'd I'm going into this with an open mind. If we find that a memo says that J. Edgar 
I over ordered Kennedy killed we'll put it

1
ia  
there." 

He is so openminded he said this a year after the tbuth about both Posner and his 

bock was ava iable in the bookstores. (I'mssuming it was not sent to him to read by the 

aff. T hope this is not an unjuttified assumption.) That he apparently know/nothing 

a out any available contrary information aed, in fact, that he had no interest in , 

1 arniag Jr there is at is an eloquent testimony to his openeminde ess. ag, 14-1.4‘171  
amet 1141,0--  eti-e4 01 	h kt luta/ k-1-  /1( vutdAtTif 4- aka ierkd " (44/Azitzt 'I 

It took a really imaginative "researcher" to see 4lat you could subpoena Eussian 

cords to be made publig:as united States records. 

There were more than a dozen people in thej5ethesd4topsy room and a rather large 

tuber of other4in its ampitheater. Not one of them reported any aping. As only those 

t 

f 

t 
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What he said demeans the job he and the rest o4 you undertook It in fact makes a. 

joke of it and it ridiculrls all gPijave addressed the board in a serious effort to 

help it. In fart il-. makes a joke of the whole thing. it and more raise a serious 

q estionplout whether he should have seeeht or accepted the responsibilities he assumed 
and whether or not he should continue in them. 

But subject-matter ignoramus that he is I do not know where imi the hell he gets 

o t 

referring to me the way he does in lumping us all together and making so many 
 and ill-ad*d as well as false comments. 

I was sent a letter by a historian who took in 	l's appearance on the Carol 
tuper slow on WSYX-TV in Columbus, Ohio. The hditAian who wrote me said Hall said that 

a great service could be done if the results confirmed that Oswald did it alone..... 
H pretty much took the Newsweek line that, yes, There was a coveAll, but that was not 
tE cover up the results, meanine that Oswald did it, but for other reasons that had to 

d with security and protecting each ageney, etc's intetest." 
Oh elite it et .1-0 

61 
As I told you and Jefey when you were here, Iknow that little time remains for me 

and that I want to use all of it I can in recording whatl can of our history of which 
pa 

have acquired the knowledge I have. I showed you the volume of whatI have on paper 

recent years. It is not small. 1. also told you what i am working on that is not com- 
aid-0  ete, what it means to me if not 
-4 

 to the country for_ it to be completed, and that I spend. 
ery minute I can on it. /Is i think the volume alone reflects, There is not much time 

I can spend on this work that I do not devote 

'e has been true stnce at least early 1992, 

- have takkn the time I've taken in an effort 

to it. I do nothing else except what 1  must. 
when 1  began this more recent writing.)let 

to help the bird meet its obligations the 
full and honest meeting of which can meaniMuch to the nation.It is obvious that typing 
and handwriting are Not easy for me. Nor is it, as you have observed, to have to ke, my 
fl el elevated when I am not using them. The amount of time have taken for correspondence 
a one in trying to help the board is not inSoniiderable. 

lad what do I have in return` aside from your flaying that I bombed vote!, 
Not a dyllAed thing other than unreasonable requests and insults. Tkat Sulliv Mar-

w 11 letter is both. 

How 'open-minded" can he e?..7  d this is not all I've been told. He's been overheard 
1 avine a heargg making deprecating remarks tp abother member of the board consistent 

?vt dairkpise Ae 
with these demonstrixons of his ipeneWLaWhdniashe is impelled to boast on all possible 

blic occasions. 

If this is open-mindednes may God protect the nation from bias or prejudice! 

And if this is how he reflects our professors of history, especially in the area of 
s reported expertise or speciality, our constitution, is it not to wonder how our 

t ry is taught and what is in the minds of those subjected to it? Or cap be? 046  



Aside from your meeting your obligation to get the 	defamatory record relatin9t  
m 	 (1. and all the underlying records ' have not refered to but carwjn,. have suggested so,Z 

, 5,.6r&I/OC 	3, that I mayohelp perfect the record it is your obligation 	eet  by using the Privacy 
A 

t 

a:  

0 

yhere is nothingyou can do that can mean anything to me loersonally. I cannot get 
the Srchives to look at any disclosed records and because -I- am alone iffnot doing 

y theorizina those whose life is theorizing have little interest in sending me copies 
disclosed records they get. 

aoT 
And I have asked nothing of the board that if do its job 	itiY" 
I sec it as bumbling, not having the slighest notion of how to deal with those 

o have suppressed information for three decades and have developed techniques and skills 
that anti-American record, as unwilling to accAt help when it is offered and instead 
makes a public record of all the assassination nut iness and irresponsibility, maw 

/ LW-tee'. 

ti 

vine; the country, the media in particular 
nothing else. 

Shun tells me that the board is responsible for the 2bI'd disclosure of CD 13596 those 
i records relatin# to oolo, the Childs brothers. Big deal that! Big deal, too, as the 

r st pAed it, that gastro syid the shooting attributed to Oswald was impossible. The 
'ost regarded that as important. But the same Post and every other pa er in,the land fund a.et4Na-4-trt(Jaa/Aiets-a lin 	. II) 

inot worth mentioning that the best shots in this country,Aunder vastly improved 
c

i 

nditionil, could notItAIYHERW-duplicate the shooting attributed to Oswald. The Come. 
r scion published that and I published what the Commission published in 1965. 

So you have i2g/.great acco. plishment to your credit. along with the disclosure of 
/ eitiame: of the Childs brothers and their status as FBI symbol informers -which had been 

di. closed at least 15 years age' 
Of all you could have asked the FBI to disclose this is the most important matter 
If I remember corrrectly the bjtird was eo impressed it issued ai statement Aulx 

aising the FBI for c1.sclosing itt The same Fathat has withheld it improperly for 
a the time time it did, at least 15 years if not more. 

4 
hy dose this tell the FBI how deter fined tou reallyare to see to full diselosurli! 

Especially when it knows very well what you have displayed no interest in. I do not 
se your tote or mine for ticking any of that off but it is quite a bit of information. 

r-eis calls for no response from you. unless, of course, you want -Vat in thi 
' 	.a( about it after Jim told me you feel that I bombed you I decided to make a record of-tba. 

hithout some meaningful demonstration of the board's real interest in meeting the 
ligation it (collectively) undertook l. plan to write you no further. I stand prepared 

.420.  
tc meIthe promsies I made but from the recod thus fark-ElEas all been a waste of the 1 
l'tTle time I haveei  .ftweiae. If there are questions I can answer I'll answer them. But from 

-well on my letters to 	and his boasted of "open-mindednessuit does seem to be a 
c al waste of my time on those who are not pr erred. to do what is required from them to 

that there 



o ligetions all accgptecl if eih% did. not seek. 

St, I will volunteer no more. 

I guess t should acid. in ftesi fair/Ass/to the board and to myself that I am really 

sguSted by all od this. 

B3(the likes of that a subjea-matter ignoramus Hall pontificating, deprecating, 

slating, missing no opportunity to record his biases he refers to as apeff-mindedness, 
kcldnnh 

d by the fact that he as a professional heitTlan believes le prepared himself for the 

bligations he undertook by relding the most deliber4tely shonest and wrong-headed 

f all the sycophanitc literatAnd accepting that as his bible a year after the truth 
Imitet 

- as 14 the bookstores. 

By the board' aoading its f and its record up with all the nuttinesd and irres-

nsibility possible ( which puts it i94 position after it ends its work to boast that 

t lJtened to all who wanted to be heard) while ding nothing about viable leads to 

xisting assassinati n information and instead of using that information refused to do 

hat and insteacL~m runreasonable demands of me, regardless of my limitations, and at that 

gnored what could moan something and if done in a timely- manner could have established 

in the agencies that have fraitiseti suppression for all these years, including by 

iarged and unrefuted perjurtlits seriousness of intent. 

fry the Pbers of the boXed making No effort to learn what they must know to be 
4 	 -bise 

ble to meet the responsibilities they assumed, Other than byitreadinphe worst trash 

n the assassination by Hall who- &-then regared it as the only and the very last word. 

this, for yeur inofniration, I referred to Posner as a shyster who cannot tell the truth 

even by accidmt. He then proved that by pretending to rdspond in his paperback re-

rint to what I published about him. Which is ever so much less than I wrote about him. 

That he adtualliIr did is prove me right all over again. The only pretended response he 

MIL in saying that with ease Open I Dad finally found commercial publication. It was 
4 	 r. 

y 12th or 13th. As he knew. He also inserted a litong and less than fully honest foothote L) 
o relieve that 1 exposed, his cribbing the work of 1$ailure Analysis and representing that 

t was done for him. Hall's unquestionable authority indeed! 

I hop-, it is possible for the board to do what it is supposed to do. I do not expect 

'hat. And I do hope I am wrong in this. But I think I am not. Oh, there will be a gew things, 

like CD 1359 and the CIA dislosing all it did under the historical-records program it, 

ignored for all those years. and thus avoiding the- indeAng required by the Act. 
illeie4biem- 

Thwls is not by any means (tli. There is what" gave the bard-proof of repetitious 

rjury about the President's autopsy. But it will have to be enough. 

• Sin erely 

arold Eeisbdrg 



In reading and correcting this 4/11 it seems apparent to me that whatever may have 
en in any board or board employee mind in scheduling all this public attention to 

irationalities, particularly after the board's first experience with it, it 6-6uld not 1: ve done more to tell the country that all those interested in the JFK assassination 
rid its investigations are crazy. 

c 
Nor could it have done more to cover up the improper ageny withholdings for 30 

gars. And its correspondence with me reflects no serious intention of doing anything 
a out. 

Whatever was in anybody's mind, the net effect of the board's giving all the public 
attention it did to all the irresponsibles, the ignoramuses, the certifiable mental 
c ses And the self- seekers was propaganda for the errant agencies whose lawlessness 
w s the direct cause of the creation of the board that was to correct that. 
2 	It is obvious that -1;811 was not in a position to know whethere or not there was an 
fficial coverup of the results, hwftever he may have meant it. It is also obvious 

that there was precisely that and I have given the board the proof of this. Included in 
what I gave the boar is proof of perjury to effect that coverup. I have told the board 

the coming publication of official proof of additional perjury to make possible the 
c verup Hall, sublime in his ignorance, said there was not. When saying anything like f-
t t prostituted his function.' regard this as outrageous. 

I feel this deeply. ' mince no words. And if necessary I am quite prepared to add 
m ch to this. 

I an aware that those who are conspiracy theorizers have long placed great import- 
de on disclosure of CD1359. But the board's judgement in getting that disclosed rather 

tlan other withheld FBI recor4j1part of what I mean by its lack of seriousness in what 
is doing and hoo it is doing it. Off the top of the head, of all the FBI has and 

s not disclosed as one example, CD 1359 holdeinformation more impottant than the FBI's 
/ blocking the chairman's appointment of his own prefernce as Commission general counsel? 
A 

an its records relating to its "adversarial" relationship with the Commission? Than its 
p operation of "dossiers" on the Members of the Commission? Than oni its staff when appinted 
aid again when the teport was issued‘ Than its preparation of "sex dossiers" on the critics? 
T an disclosure of the tape it has of at least one Oswald phone call to the USeR embassy? 
(ihieh the CIA claims was destroyed with all of there. )Than the transcript of that call? 
0 all its Warren Commission files other than its "liaison" file? ( I identified at least 

, ore other 1P Commission file in one oi the ignored appeals, by its file nueber. The. 
teiAt f eld offices have companion files\of-other numbed;) Man its undisclosed records on the 

t 'tatening note Oswald left at the Dallas office several weeks before the assassination 
d of NQ's ordering it destroyed as soon as Oswald was killed? With thought I could come 
with more. The point I am making is of more than the judgement represented, value judge- 



46 ment. It reflect the total lack of preparation to make value judgements orgy organized 
effort to be in a position to make them. Of any planning to be informed about the astab- 
li 

 
hed fact rather than what in public it always refers to, "conspiracy theories." That 

an its getting CD1359 disclosed\an be interpreted as an intent to mike a ttecord if can 
larr cite to cliam it fulfilled its obligations when in fact it did not and in the 

absence of any proper preparation it can be alleged did not intend to at the outset. 
Wittless in addition Hall's repeated public statements that are so prejudicial and 

reflect ignorance. 

I informed the board about just about all of the above and my knowledge of them 
coles from the FBI's own records. 

You are aware of all the FOIA lawsuits I filed and that in them I made myself sub- 
ject to the penalties of perjury in alleging both perjury by the FBI to withhold records 
I - dentified and provided FBI records proving that those withheld records existed. Obtaining 
b's information froA the DJ, the FBI, the colrt records or l'rovi me was less 14prtant 

th 1 being told to look for the nonexisting limo windshield? Or the nonexisting autopsy 
tape*f Or the existing and withheld autopsy 	are not worth seeking? When they also 
were the subject of perjury and of its suborning/ 

I gave the board or informed it about the proof that Oswald had a 4gh security 
ci arance in the ilarinos. Has the board taken any steps to get all such records disclosed 
ai ng with all the records of the 	Oswald investigations - of any and all its Oswald 
re ords? These are less important that CD 1359? 

I believe that nothing was known of the conterl of CD 1359 before its disclosure. 
‘ther or not his is so, that is more important that for example the CIA's interferences 

wi h publication about the assassination for one example of many? Or of its illegal acti- 

les relating to the assassination? 

I could enleige on this but there is no need to. 

But I do ask a question. 

Instead of merely pho g the CIA and asking it for the records the existence of which 

i I assured you had you asked me for proofs when the board knew they were not accessible 
tel- 

to me.4r T did obtain and send copies of some. T1.- se include the CIA's Office of Security 
me stating it had me in two undisclosed files; the misleading memo it substituted saying 

4 I was not the "subject" of any surveillance, vnich leaves open surveillances of which 
:as not the subject, like of mail and phone calls; and of proof that Hunt used as his 
i York office that of littauer and'e; Wilkinson, which killed d deal 1  took to it rela- 
ig my first book, which was the first on the assassination. What if anything has the 
d done since getting these proofs it could have gotten by a phone call? It has informed 
of nothing. 
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